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Localization is a prostitution complex organized in order to confine prostitution. It always come with pro-con response from people. One the one side, its existence can manage the operation of prostitutes in the street, as well as government can control the health insurance of prostitute workers. On the other side, prostitution is prohibited by norm of both religion and nation with the consequence of punishment for the doers. So, when this localization is closed, the problem are emerging in villagers, especially for the prostitute workers in the localization area of Kaliwungu Village, Ngunut Subdistrict, Tulungagung. Lastly, this research has a purpose to know villagers opinion about the localization and the implication of its closing for people in that area.

This research is one of sociological research, it observe and try to expose social phenomenon related to localization and its closing implication for people, by combining both concept and field data. The collecting data method using descriptive analytic method, with this the researcher trying to solve the problem by analyzing the collected data.

From the analysis, there are opinions related to this localization. On the one hand, the existence of localization providing some jobs to the people either as a prostitute worker or as any job-workers related to them and their costumer. But its existence also frighten people by presenting their descendants a bad example. Because their descendants are seeing those activities with their own eyes.

On the other hand, the closing of localization will decrease villager’s daily income. As well as its existence, they can get any income from selling drinks, foods, acting as a parking officer or even doing laundry. Yet, they also afraid of the uncontrollable spreading of HIV-AIDS. When the localization exist they got the treatment from government facilities. Meanwhile, when it has closed, the prostitute workers possibly still working in some cafe as a fake customer service. And lastly, the pro-con of the decision of closing localization will emerge, especially what related to moral and livelihood.